
Criteria for choosing a narrative photo
First and foremost, the photo chosen must be high-quality and available for use without licensing issues.

The list below compiles the ideal requirements that a narrative photo should satisfy. The criteria in section 1 must be met 
without fail, those in section 2 should be complied with as fully as possible. The overall impression counts. The content of 
the picture must match the topic, and the picture must be given a caption that should ideally add new, interesting facts to 
the image and the topic.

1. These are essential:

  Daylight shot, no night-time photos

  Picture taken straight on, not at an angle or from the side

  No distortion or blur due to movement

  No extreme worm’s or bird’s-eye views (sky-high or ground-level perspectives)

  Not black-and-white or just one colour

  Natural shades, no obviously synthesized or overly faded colours

2. These are good to have:

  Broad situations are depicted: the detail or the individual is not centre-stage but part of the scene.

  In open-air shots the sky should be visible and as lively as possible, not just monotonous blue or grey.

  Metaphors should be avoided (no symbolic handshakes / thumbs up / egg timer / compass / Newton’s cradle).

   Persons act naturally, no eye-catching facial expressions or gestures; the motif should look as though it has been 
photographed by chance, not specially posed; to make the situation appear more authentic, subjects should not look 
directly at the camera.

   Values may, in special exceptional situations, also be illustrated by metaphors (e. g. “roped mountain-climbers”  
for “trust”); but these situations should also appear authentic – as described under “Persons” – and ideally be  
accompanied by a caption with a factual link.

   Catastrophe photos show nothing upsetting or discomforting; no large-area destruction or injured, suffering persons 
or other creatures; e.g. floods: depict the water level on the building wall rather than piles of debris.

   Highly specialist topics (e.g. medical issues, renewable energy, financial) should be illustrated as appealingly as 
 possible and, of course, as outlined above; but the focus should still be on the content, so factual/technical motifs  
are also permissible.

You can find further details on the imagery scheme and explanatory example photos in the Online Manual under  
Basics > Images (corporate-design.hannover-rueck.de/10_allg-cd/40_bilder/index.html). If you are uncertain about  
anything, especially about quality or licensing issues, please contact CC-ICP (icp-requests@hannover-re.com)  
before deciding on an image.
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